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Activation energies, Ea, measured from molecular exchange experiments are combined with atomic-scale calculations to 
describe the migration of bare Au atoms and Au−alkanethiolate species on gold nanoparticle surfaces during ligand 
exchange for the creation of metal−molecule−metal junctions. It is well-known that Au atoms and alkanethiol−Au species 
can diffuse on gold with sub-1 eV barriers, and surface restructuring is crucial for self-assembled monolayer (SAM) formation for 
interlinking nanoparticles and in contacting nanoparticles to electrodes. In the present work, computer simulations reveal that 
naturally occurring ridges and adlayers on Au(111) are etched and resculpted by migration of alkanethiolate−Au species 
toward high coordination kink sites at surface step edges. The calculated energy barrier, Eb, for diffusion via step edges is 
0.4−0.7 eV, close to the experimentally measured Ea of 0.5−0.7 eV. By contrast, putative migration from isolated nine-
coordinated terrace sites and complete Au unbinding from the surface incur significantly larger barriers of +1 and +3 eV, 
respectively. Molecular van der Waals packing energies are calculated to have negligible effect on migration barriers for 
typically used molecules (length < 2.5 nm), indicating that migration inside SAMs does not change the size of the migration 
barrier. We use the computational methodology to propose a means of creating Au nanoparticle arrays via selective replacement 
of citrate protector molecules by thiocyanate linker molecules on surface step sites. This work also outlines the possibility of 
using Au/Pt alloys as possible candidates for creation of contacts that are well-formed and long-lived because of the superior 
stability of Pt interfaces against atomic migration. 
INTRODUCTION 
The relentless miniaturization of interconnects down to widths 
of a few nanometers has increased the practical significance of 
metal atom migration in electronic devices.1 In addition, 
electromigration has been intensely studied in recent years as a 
possible route toward near atom-scale control in the wafer-scale 
fabrication  of  noble  metal  nanostructures2−7   that  can  be 
contacted by molecules to form molecular tunnel junctions by 
bridging two nanoparticles. These junctions can be used to 
form extended arrays of nanoparticles,8−11  which permit the 
fabrication of a large number of junctions in parallel and 
represent  a  valuable  platform  for  testing  the  features  of 
 
 
molecule contacts and, eventually, junctions. Better contacts 
will in turn aid the development of materials that provide self- 
assembled, stable molecular tunnel junctions. Atomic resolution 
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) data of surface 
migration and reconstructions is rare but  becoming more 
available  for  metals  and  metal  oxides;  see,  e.g.,  the 
alkanethiolate−Au(111) surface structure resolved in ref 14 
and  oxygen  defect  dynamics  in  manganite  monitored  as 
described in ref 15. 
The determination of conductance paths through tunnel 
junctions has received much attention in recent years.16−27 The 
present study focuses instead on developing a more detailed 
molecular-scale circuits.12,13  The rational design of reliable, 
efficient metal−molecule contacts requires knowledge of the 
atomic-level motion of atoms in the metal, molecules, and 





picture of junction assembly, in particular rearrangements in the 
local gold structure, crucial for the refinement of mechanical 
break junctions, electromigration junctions, and molecule- 
linked arrays of nanoparticles. In the present work, activation 
energies are deduced from molecular exchange experiments, 
and this experimental data is combined with calculated 
migration barriers to propose a detailed model for coupled 
gold atom migration and molecule self-assembly in junction 
formation. We use first-principles calculations to compute the 
energy  barrier  for  diffusion  of  gold  atoms  and  Au− 
alkanethiolate species over a range of surface structures, 
providing estimated thermodynamic penalties for the different 
stages of dissociation, from low-barrier migration, or rolling, 
through  to  complete  unbinding.  Our  data  and  analysis 
complements recent STM studies of molecule-induced 
rearrangements and adatom migration on gold,14,28−33  which 
investigate the effect of surface features including grain 
boundaries and pores.20,34 
We calculate a barrier of 3 eV for complete gold atom 
unbinding, consistent with the upper bound of literature values 
that range from approximately 1 to 3 eV,35−37  depending on 
the method used to estimate binding strengths. By contrast, for 
gold atom migration via exchange between partially bound 
arrangements on step edges, termed rolling or “hopping”,4 we 
compute sub-1 eV barriers, similar to the sub-1 eV hopping 
barriers estimated from microscopy experiments,38,39 and 
significantly lower than the barrier to complete unbinding. As 
well as junction formation, such low-energy migration may also 
be involved in defect healing and gold ad-layer formation.40,41 
We combine the computed gold migration barriers with 
computed molecule packing energies on Au(111) and Au20 
nanoparticles and experiments on the creation of molecule- 
linked nanoparticle arrays (measured activation energy Ea = 0.6 
± 0.1 eV, in good agreement with the density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations), to develop a more complete picture of 
gold atom migration in molecular junction assembly. 
Intermolecular packing energies remain smaller than the 
calculated migration energies for molecule lengths up to 18 
carbons, indicating that close-packed self-assembled monolayer 
(SAM) regions do not raise the migration barrier for typically 
used, sub-C18 alkanethiolate chain lengths. 
Harnessing concerted metal atom and molecule dynamics 
may allow better control of SAM and junction creation for, e.g., 
nanoparticle functionalization and interlinking.42,43 To this end, 
the data presented in this study complements earlier computa- 
tional scans of the Au−S bond strength at structurally 
inequivalent Au20 (and Au55) sites44 and allows us to propose 
a means of linking gold nanoparticles (creating n-mers) by 
replacing a small population of the commonly used protector 
molecules of trisodium citrate with a rhenium-based 
thiocyanate (NCS) linker. The n-mers can be formed by 
mixing citrate-stabilized nanoparticles with the di-isothiocya- 
nate molecules. Our calculations show that di-isothiocyanate 
molecules bind to step sites on the nanoparticles, and we 
propose that this will enable the nanoparticles to link together 
to form clusters in solution. While the binding energetics and 
molecular dynamics of thiol-functionalized gold nanoparticles 
have been the subject of intense study in recent years, with 
some consensus and also some remaining open questions,45−57 
this study is to the authors’s knowledge the first to compute the 
binding energetics of citrates and organometallic di-isothiocya- 
nate linkers on gold surfaces. Two recent studies used a 
combination of quantum mechanics and molecular dynamics to 
support spectroscopy and microscopy characterizations for two 
related phenomena.58,59 The first58 described the exchange of 
cysteine, the amino acid with a thiol side chain, and citrates on 
gold, though focused mainly on citrate−linker interactions 
rather than explicit calculation of citrate versus linker binding 
strengths to gold, while the second59 used gold−thiol, and in 
earlier  work  silver-citrate,60   binding  strengths  and  water- 
mediated surface dynamics interactions to propose novel 
nanoparticle growth mechanisms. The importance of atom- 
scale approaches, and the corresponding limitations of purely 
mesoscopic theories, to describe mixed monolayers on 
nanoparticles has been emphasized in a comprehensive survey 
of nanoparticle solubility61 and, more generally, monolayer- 
mediated interfacial energies.62 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This section contains further technical details on the 
experimental methods and simulation protocols used; the 
main features of the measurements and models are summarized 
in Results. 
Experiments. Two-dimensional arrays of octanethiol- 
coated 10 nm diameter nanoparticles were prepared via self- 
assembly and transferred to a SiO2/Si wafer for subsequent 
contacting using lithography techniques.63,64 This process 
provides tens of devices, each typically comprising more than 
106 nanoparticles arranged in a hexagonally close-packed array. 
The alkanethiolate layer ensures spacing between neighboring 
nanoparticles in the nanometer range. Using a molecular 
exchange process where incoming dithiolated compounds can 
partially displace the alkanethiolates, we can interconnect 
neighboring  nanoparticles  to  form  an  array  of  molecular 
junctions.8−10   To  perform  a  molecular  exchange  at  three 
distinct temperatures of 0, 25, and 40 °C, we immersed each 
substrate in an Ar-bubbled 1 mM THF solution of oligo (p- 
phenylene ethynylene) dithiol, for short OPE-dithiol molecules. 
After a well-defined time interval, the substrate was taken out of 
the solution, rinsed, dried in a N2 flow, and measured in 
ambient. The next exchange step was then started, and the 
process was repeated. The time intervals ranged between 5 min 
and ∼1 day. 
During the exchange process, octanethiols are progressively 
replaced by OPE-dithiols, and more and more molecular 
junctions, with a relatively high local conductance, are 
formed.63 Once a continuous path of OPE-bridged junctions 
runs from source to drain, conductance, G, rises dramatically. 
The general behavior of the curves, i.e., fast conductance 
increase followed by saturation, appears quite universal in 
Figure 1, with a marked effect due to the temperature. The 
specific microscopic details of the nanoparticle assemblies lead 
to slight device-to-device conductance differences, as reported 
previously.63,64 
Calculations. Three levels of atomic scale calculations are 
used to describe the atom-scale mechanisms of gold surface 
rearrangements, namely, two types of electronic structure 
calculations and classical molecular dynamics simulations. First, 
two types of quantum mechanical models, periodic surface 
models and molecular clusters, were used to compute the 
migration energies over a range of different gold surface sites. 
The combination of the periodic surface models and molecular 
models allowed us to sample a wide range of different surface 
coordination states. SAM molecule−molecule van der Waals 
interaction strengths were calculated using classical molecular 




Periodic Calculations. The periodic surface models were 
described using periodic plane wave DFT in the VASP code65 
with the GGA-PBE functional,66 projector augmented wave 
(PAW)67 pseudopotentials with a plane wave cutoff of 400 eV, 
and Brillouin zone Γ-point sampling. We used a ∼220-atom 
slab for Au(111) with 30 Å vacuum spacing. A 224-atom slab 
incorporated a typical step edge defect, while a 216-atom slab 
featured a two-layer, apexed ridge (Figure 2). All atoms were 
allowed to relax unconstrained until the forces on each atom 
were <3 meV/Å. While our computed migration energies are 
converged to <10 meV with respect to plane wave cutoff, k- 
point sampling, model size, and vacuum spacing, we note that 
other authors (see, e.g., refs 68 and 69) have used smaller 
models but denser k-point grids to probe the fine details of 
surface bonding, dipole, and work function shifts beyond the 
scope of this study. Further details of the periodic surface 
models are in section S1 of Supporting Information. 
Cluster Calculations. The use of periodic and cluster models 
for the calculation of surface migration energies allows a wide 
sampling of surface sites and, in the instances where different 
models were used to describe the same type of site, each model 
type gives a similar migration energy allowing direct qualitative 
comparison between migration energies calculated for the 
different types of structurally inequivalent gold nanocrystal 
surface sites, going from coordinatively saturated “terrace” 
surface sites to progressively more coordinatively unsaturated 
“step edge”, “ridge”, and “apex” surface sites. 
cluster.73 The dissociation energy was calculated in the usual 
way, by subtracting the electronic energy of the [Au19 + Au] 
separated system from that of the fully bound reference Au20 
cluster. Electron density and molecular orbital surfaces were 
produced using MOLEKEL Unix version 4.3.74 Overlaid 
structure images and movies were produced using MOLDEN 
Unix version 4.775 and VMD Unix version 1.8.7.76 The input 
scripts used for the simulations, together with the computed 
structures, are available on request from the corresponding 
author. 
We note that the DFT binding potentials computed in the 
present work provide an estimate of the force-dependent 
activation barrier, Ea, in the overall Arrhenius expression.77 
Hence,  the  experimentally  observed  rupture  forces  are  a 
function  of  the  intrinsic  gold−gold  interaction  strengths 
measured by DFT together with the temperature and any 
applied external force, electrical or otherwise (e.g., chemical or 
mechanical). For example, during electromigration, the local 
temperature in gold junctions can rise as high as ∼450 K.78 
To put the 3 eV dissociation and sub-1 eV migration barriers 
computed in the main text in context, recent calculations of 
gold adatom diffusion have indicated also a low, sub-1 eV 
barrier for migration on another gold surface, in this case 
Au(100),79 and similarly small barriers were used in early 
molecular dynamics studies of gold diffusion on copper and 
gold surfaces.80,81 Recent calculations of Au atom diffusion on 
graphene have found a 1.4 eV barrier to migration along the 82 
The tetrahedral Au20 cluster was generated from the bulk Au 
crystal structure, and its optimized geometry and electronic 
structure were calculated using the Gaussian03 code70 with the 
B3LYP71 hybrid Hartree−Fock DFT wave function and the 
relativistic LANL2DZ basis set. Geometries were optimized via 
nuclear relaxation to root-mean-square (RMS) atomic forces 
and  displacements  below  0.0003  atomic  units  and  0.0012 
sheet edge. 
Molecular Dynamics Simulations. During the development 
of the thermodynamic model for gold−molecule−gold junction 
assembly in gold nanoparticle interlinking, the other major 
energy component, apart from resculpting of the gold surfaces, 
is the bulk van der Waals packing interaction between the 
molecules, which are typically alkanethiolate chains but can also 83 
atomic units, respectively. The Au20 cluster has four faces, each be, e.g., alkyl amines or oligo(p-phenylene ethylene) (OPE) 
representing a (111) surface of face-centered cubic (fcc) gold 
and provides a computationally feasible approximation to the 
cuboctahedral Au55 (111) faces,72 given the 40+ optimizations 
required for the present study. Nine-coordinated terrace, six- 
coordinated ridge, and three-coordinated apex site atoms are 
provided by the three different coordination sites in the Td 
structure, with four atoms at the center of each face, 12 along 
the edges and 4 at the tips. For computational simplicity, the 
calculations measure rebinding because the fully bound 
complex will not spontaneously dissociate in the simulations; 
molecules.64 These stabilizing interactions are lost or reduced 
when a single molecule or a small cluster of molecules come 
out of bulk solution to form a junction and cost ∼0.05−0.10 eV 
per methylene unit, as estimated from molecular dynamics 
simulations84 using the CHARMM force field85 for alkanethiol 
molecules in bulk liquid and self-assembled monolayer (SAM) 




therefore, the curves “start” at large displacement and end in 
fully bound complexes. Each curve comprises 70−120 data 
points generated from ∼10 different starting geometries 
whereby one gold atom is displaced from a terrace, ridge, or 
apex site with increasingly large starting displacements (reading 
the plots in Figure 4 from left to right) taken along a vector 
perpendicular to the binding plane. The path of reapproach of 
the displaced Au atom is then calculated from the DFT 
structures and energies. The data points overlay very well 
between different starting structures to provide the smooth 
curves in Figure 4. Control simulations were performed on 
alternative prolate Au20 cluster geometries, Au20:Au20 grain 
boundaries, and platinum clusters, as described in section S4.2 
of Supporting Information. 
Calculations of Au19 defect clusters (described in detail in 
section S3.3) were performed in a similar way, using the 
Gaussian03 code70 with the B3LYP71 wave function and 
LANL2DZ basis set, and preserved the net neutrality of the 
We first describe experiments that provide an estimate of the 
activation energy, Ea, for molecular exchange at gold junctions 
and then present electronic structure calculations of gold atom 
diffusion on gold surfaces and gold clusters. The migration 
barriers, Eb, computed from the electronic structure calculations 
are used to rationalize the experimental measurements. The full 
modeling data set (details are in Supporting Information) 
measures alkanethiolate−Au and single Au atom migration 
barriers on Au(111) terrace, step edge, and ridge sites, together 
with migration energies on discrete (Au and Pt) nanoparticles 
and at grain boundaries. To estimate the contribution to Eb 
from  molecule−molecule  packing  interactions,  we  report 
calculated molecule-in-SAM packing energies on Au(111) and 
Au20 nanoparticles for alkanethiolates and a range of other 
molecules  commonly  used  in  metal−molecule  junctions. 
Finally, we present the energetics of selective replacement of 





Experimental Estimates of Contact Formation Energy. 
Experiments taking advantage of a molecular exchange process 
bring additional insight into the energetics of gold migration for 
contact formation in molecular junctions. A detailed description 
of the experimental methods is provided in Materials and 
Methods. Briefly, we fabricate arrays of octanethiol-coated gold 
nanoparticles using self-assembly, microcontact printing, and 
lithography  techniques.8−11   By  performing  a  molecular 
exchange process with oligo (p-phenylene ethynylene) dithiol, 
we interconnect neighboring nanoparticles to form an array of 





Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of a 
nanoparticle array line transferred to a SiO2/Si substrate and contacted 
with gold pads (colored in yellow). The inset shows a higher 
magnification SEM image revealing the hexagonal arrangement of the 
Au nanoparticles. Scale bar: 100 nm. (b) Normalized conductance, 
G(t)/G(tf), versus time, t, during molecular exchange at T =  0 °C 
(black squares), 25 °C (red circles), and 40 °C (green triangles). tf is 
the final time of the experiment at each temperature. A typical time 
scale tn(T) for the exchange at each temperature is taken at a 
normalized conductance value of 0.15 (horizontal dashed line). (c) 
Arrhenius plot of tn(T). The activation energy, Ea, deduced from the 
linear fit corresponds to 0.6 ± 0.1 eV. 
 
 
typical device after molecular exchange where two gold 
electrodes (colored yellow) contact a nanoparticle array. We 
here has also been very recently analyzed in the context of a 
percolation study discussed in ref 11. 
In Figure 1b, we show the conductance G(t) (normalized to 
the final conductance value G(tf) at the end of the exchange) 
versus time, for the three temperatures investigated. Each data 
point is the value of the normalized conductance G(t)/G(tf) 
averaged over 10 devices measured at each temperature. The 
data show that the exchange kinetics is strongly temperature- 
dependent and suggest a similar mechanism at all temperatures: 
after a rapid conductance increase of up to 2 orders of 
magnitude,63 the curves tend to flatten and saturate. We 
observe that full saturation has not been reached at 0 °C even 
though we prolonged the exchange for 30 h. The raw data for 
the molecular exchange at all three temperatures are shown in 
the Figure S0 of Supporting Information. 
To estimate the energy barrier involved in the junction 
formation upon molecular exchange, we extract for each 
temperature a typical time, tn(T), such that G(t)/G(tf) = 0.15 at 
t = tn (horizontal dashed line in Figure 1b). An Arrhenius plot 
for tn(T) is shown in Figure 1c. For a thermally activated 
process dominated by a single energy barrier, we can write (tn/ 
T)  =  (t0/T) exp(−Ea/kBT)  where  (t0/T)  is  a  temperature- 
dependent attempt frequency and Ea is the activation energy 
barrier. We extract the energy barrier, Ea, from the slope of the 
tn(T) versus 1/T graph. A linear fit to this data yields an 
activation energy for the exchange process of about (6 ± 1) × 
104 J/mol. This corresponds to Ea = 0.6 ± 0.1 eV per molecule. 
The normalized conductance value of 0.15 to determine tn was 
chosen rather arbitrarily. This is due to the fact that we cannot 
access the inflection point of the exchange curve; the onset of 
the exchange is too fast to obtain reliable data in time intervals 
below a few minutes. We emphasize that the activation energy 
value obtained does not vary noticeably if we change this G(t)/ 
G(tf) = 0.15 criterion. Using values for G(t)/G(tf) ranging 
between 0.1 and 0.4, we observe that the extracted tn(T) values 
give activation energies ranging between 0.57 and 0.65 eV. The 
choice of G(t)/G(tf) therefore does not play a significant role in 
the analysis. The value found for the activation energy 
compares well with the 0.7 eV found from conducting atomic 
force microscopy studies86 where the thermally activated 
breakdown of alkanethiolate−Au junctions was investigated. 
We expect the molecular bridging of adjacent nanoparticles to 
be a multistep process. From the data in Figure 1, we can infer 
that a thermally activated process with an energy barrier around 
0.6 eV seems to be the dominant, rate-limiting step in this 
process. We will show below that this energy barrier obtained 
experimentally is consistent with the 0.4−0.7 eV migration 
barriers, Eb, computed for alkanethiolate−Au moieties on gold 
step edges. 
Gold Atom and Alkanethiolate−Au Molecule Migra- 
tion  on  a  Au(111)  Surface  Containing  a  Range  of 
Naturally Occurring Defects. We use a combination of 
periodic and cluster models to simulate gold atom migration 
and  compare  the  calculated  energy  barriers  with  the 
experimental measurements of activation energies at metal− 
molecule junctions. Both types of models have advantages and 
disadvantages. While cluster models44,72,73,87 such as Au20 and 
Au55 can provide realistic representation of the local features of 88 
performed molecular exchange at three distinct temperatures: the tip apex of a sharp gold electrode, the size of molecular 
0, 25, and 40 °C. The conductance, G, for ten devices was 
monitored as a function of time, t, during the exchange at all 
three temperatures. We note that some of the data presented 
clusters  is  generally  far  smaller  than  the  few  nanometer 
diameter nanoparticles and the extended junction surface (e.g., 
a 10 nm diameter Au nanoparticle contains on the order of 
30 000 atoms, given the density of bulk face-centered cubic 
 
 
(fcc) Au of 59 atoms/nm3). Hence, the small Au20 clusters 
allowed us to perform a large number of detailed calculations to 
track the migration path of gold atoms from a variety of surface 
binding sites (as described in Crumbling, Atomic Migration, 
and Sculpting of Gold Clusters). Because Au20 is a molecular 
cluster with a HOMO−LUMO gap, a separate periodic slab 
model of Au(111) that maintains the metallicity of the surface 
was used to measure migration of Au atoms on the gold surface. 
These periodic simulation cells include a range of exper- 
imentally observed, naturally occurring surface features (see refs 
28−31 and references cited therein) such as terraces, step 
edges, and ridges and provide a realistic extended surface model 
on which to compute gold atom migration barriers. 
A second set of periodic models were used to include the 
bound alkanethiolate molecule and allow a direct calculation of 
the effect of alkanethiolate binding on gold atom migration and 
the migration barrier for the alkanethiolate−Au moiety on the 
gold surface. Figure 2 shows illustrative examples of the surface 
models used to calculate the energetics of Au atom and 
alkanethiolate−Au species migration paths on Au(111). We 
find barriers Eb of 0.4−0.7 eV, consistent with the experimental 
Ea, for the migration of alkanethiolate−Au species along step 
edges. Migration of alkanethiolate−Au from nearest-neighbor 
terrace sites up to the step edge has a similarly low Eb of 0.6 eV, 
which may ensure a steady supply of alkanethiolate−Au species 
for migration along the step. By contrast, migration of 
alkanethiolate−Au species and single Au atoms from isolated 
surface terrace sites carries much higher penalties of +1.3 and 
+1.2 eV. Thus, naturally occurring surface features provide low- 
energy migration paths.89 The migration of single Au atoms 
along step edges has a computed barrier of +0.7−0.8 eV. The 
average computed lowering of the gold migration barrier by 0.3 
eV for alkanethiolate−Au versus bare Au is in addition to the 
well-known effect of alkanethiolate bonding on the stability of 
different  morphologies  of  nanoparticles.  (This  effect  is 
discussed in more detail in section S4.2 of Supporting 
Information by comparing the Au20 tetrahedral structure (Td) 
and the alternative alkanethiolate-stabilized Au20 structure 
composed of a prolate Au8  core surrounded by four surface 
Au3-alkanethiolate4 “staple” motifs.90) Taken together, the 
experimental and simulation data provide compelling evidence 
for coupled gold (ad)atom motion and ligand binding dynamics 
in the assembly of stable metal−molecule contacts.44,88 We 
note that different thiolate-gold surface structures and diffusion 
mechanisms have been proposed from simulations and 
experiment, see, e.g., very recent work in ref 91 and for a 
recent review see ref 88. We focus primarily here on modeling 
the simplest mechanisms of single gold atom and alkanethiol- 
gold species migrating on Au(111). Our computed energetics 
are consistent with experimentally measured activation 
energies,  but  other  subthreshold  pathways  and  migrating 
species, e.g., putative alkanethiol−Au−alkanethiol moiteies, 
may be present that are kinetically invisible yet important for 
understanding and fine-tuning the formation of  molecular 
junctions. 
Migration energies, ΔEm, were first estimated by computing 
the penalty for removal of a Au atom from Au(111). Au atom 
removal energies were computed by comparing pristine and 
defect surfaces and simply scaling the energies of defect surfaces 
by (N − 1)/N to allow direct comparison between models, 
where N is the total number of surface atoms. This yielded Au 
atom removal energies of +0.86, +0.36, and +0.22 eV for 




Figure 2. (a) Models showing migration of a Au atom from a step 
edge site on Au(111) and migration of a Au-SC10H21 moiety from a 
ridge site. The Au atoms rebind as adatom “kinks” on the surface. (b) 
Top view illustrating migration via hopping of a gold atom up out of a 
terrace site and rebinding at a step edge defect. These types of models 
were used to calculate the energetics of migration pathways from 
terrace, step edge, and ridge sites on Au(111). Bonds are drawn 
between atoms separated by ≤3.4 Å, and sulfur, carbon, and hydrogen 
atoms are colored red, blue, and gray, respectively. Images were 
generated using VMD software.76 The full set of models is described in 




surface defect structures are given in Figure S3 of Supporting 
Information. The increased likelihood of atom hopping out of 
the 5-coordinated ridge site is reflected in the computed energy 
difference of −0.14 eV for atom removal from a 5-coordinated 
ridge versus 7-coordinated step edge site. Atom removal from 
the step edge site is in turn easier (−0.50 eV energy difference) 
than removal from the most saturated 9-coordinated terrace 
site. A more accurate means of calculating migration energies, 
ΔEm, involves measuring the energy difference between Au 
unbinding from the original lattice site and rebinding as an 
adatom, as illustrated in Figure 2, with computed migration 
barriers, Eb, plotted in Figure 3. These Eb  values include the 
transition structures identified along the migration pathway and 
provide an estimate of the overall barrier to diffusion to 







Figure 3. (a) Computed migration energies, ΔEm, for unbinding and rebinding of single Au atoms and alkanethiolate−Au moieties on Au(111). 
Higher positive values indicate less stable rebinding sites. In the legend, T, R, and S denote terrace, ridge, and step edge unbinding sites, respectively, 
and mol indicates migration of a gold atom with a decanethiol molecule covalently bonded to it. Plotted on the horizontal axis is the difference in 
coordination number of the migrating gold atom in the unbinding site and the coordination number in the site that it rebinds to, ΔCN. Panel b 
shows the general lowering of migration energies for alkanethiolate−Au versus single Au atom, ΔΔEm, comparing data with the same unbinding site 
and change in coordination number for rebinding. The line is drawn to guide the eye and shows how the effect of the coordinating molecule 
becomes more pronounced for migration from high-coordination terrace and step edge sites to low-coordination sites, with associated (c) 
contraction (strengthening) of Au−S bonds Δ|Au−S|. (d) Migration barrier, Eb, values generated using the data in Figures S4−S10. Computed 
barriers for Au (left-hand side) and Au−alkanethiolate (right-hand side) in the region of the measured Ea of 0.6 ± 0.1 eV (Figure 1) are marked by 
the silver shading, to denote possible migration paths taken for surface reorganization in the experiments. Note the “terrace” unbinding site in the 




The computed Eb values for gold atom hopping out of 
terrace, step edge, and ridge sites and rebinding on the surface 
(Figure 3) show a net preference of 0.3 eV for gold migration 
as part of an alkanethiolate−Au species rather than as a bare 
gold atom, averaging over all directly comparable models (i.e., 
same type of unbinding site and same change in coordination 
number for migration). This lowering of the migration barrier 
due to molecule binding on the surface reflects the enhanced 
stability of the migrating gold atom when it is coordinated to 
the thiol group; indeed, it is generally considered that 
alkanethiolate  molecules  migrate  and  diffuse  on  metals 
primarily as alkanethiolate−metal species.88 
The data in Figure 3 show that the easiest migration of gold 
is via rolling of alkanethiolate−gold complexes along step edge 
sites, with low computed barriers consistent with the Ea of +0.6 
±  0.1  eV  deduced  from  the  experimental  measurements 
(Figure 1c). We may draw three main conclusions from the 
combined experimental and simulation data: (1) surface 
rearrangement for junction formation is made easier by 
migration of gold atoms with alkanethiolate molecules attached 
because of the stabilizing effect of the Au−S bond on the 
migrating Au atom (Figure 3b,c); (2) junction formation can 
involve extensive migration and surface rearrangements, with 
the barriers for diffusion between and along ridge and step edge 
features all consistent with the measured Ea of +0.6 ± 0.1 eV 
(Figure 3d); and (3) junction formation avoids migration from 
isolated high-coordination terrace sites (for more on these 
types of putative high-energy structures, see section S2.2 of 
Supporting  Information).  The  unusually  high  stability  of 
alkanethiolate−Au at kinks on step edge sites indicates that 
these naturally occurring and ubiquitous28−31 step edge defects 
provide low-energy paths for migration with Eb = +(0.4−0.7) 
eV, Figure 3d. Note that bare Au has a relatively low Eb of +0.7 
eV on step edges but this rises to +0.8 eV and more sharply to 
+1.2 eV for migration bridging step edge and, respectively, 
ridge and terrace sites, emphasizing the stabilizing effect of the 
coordinating alkanethiolate. Overall, the data in Figure 3d 
suggest that bare Au atoms can migrate along step edges but 
require the coordinating alkanethiolate to migrate to the step 
edge. 
As described in the next section, the nanoscale roughness of 
gold surfaces and nanoparticles provides a significant 
population of low-coordination “glide planes” that provide 
low-energy pathways for migration. Taken together, the 
experimental and simulation data indicate that the surface 
rearrangements  required  for  junction  formation  involve 
primarily migration of preformed alkanethiolate−Au species 






Figure 4. (a) Gold atom unbinding curves showing change in energy as a function of gold atom displacement from terrace, ridge, and apex sites. The 
intersection of the three curves is labeled and marked by the black circle; the inflection points on each curve are marked on the axes. Partially 
dissociated gold clusters are shown in the inset panels; the movies included in the Supporting Information (see also section S3.1) show the full range 
of calculated structures. (b) Migration pathway calculated for the terrace site. This low-energy partial-unbinding pathway involves a hop and then a 
roll, providing an alternative to the more costly complete unbinding path shown in panel a. The data sets showing the initial hop are marked with 
hollow black circles and filled orange squares, and the subsequent rolling phase is marked with hollow gray squares and filled green squares. The 
reference complete unbinding path is marked with small filled circles. The inset panels show the Au hop and roll pathways at either side of the “cusp” 
at 0.27 nm, as marked on the vertical axis, the separation point at which the atom does one of three things: returns to its original lattice site, rolls on 
the surface to a new binding site, or completely unbinds. This transition point is just below the lattice Au−Au distance of 0.29 nm. The structures 
show the diffusing atom colored from red to white to blue as the cluster stabilizes from a dissociated to fully bound state, and the “hinge” motion 
around the nearest lattice bridge site is illustrated. 
 
 
particular provide a pathway for migration from high to low 
coordination sites (e.g., unbinding from 7-coordinated and 
rebinding  at  4-coordinated  sites,  Figure  S8)  necessary  for 
formation of tapered metal junctions, which provide strong S− 
Au binding points44 and reduced steric repulsions for molecular 
exchange in nanoparticle interlinking (Figure 1). 
Crumbling, Atomic Migration, and Sculpting of Gold 
Clusters. As described in this section, we find a +1.0 eV barrier 
to gold atom migration on Au20 clusters, similar to the 0.7−1.2 
eV range of barriers calculated for single Au atom migration 
(without the bound alkanethiolate) on Au(111) (Figure 3d). 
We use the cluster model to (a) more thoroughly explore the 
conformational space of the migrating gold atom at sub- 
angstrom resolution and (b) model migration in ultrasmall 
device  components  composed  of  single-nanometer  sized 
metal−molecule−metal contacts. The computed pathways for 
the complete unbinding of a gold atom from the Au20 particle 
are shown in Figure 4a. The energies on the vertical axis are the 
energies of perturbed gold clusters relative to the reference fully 
bonded gold cluster, and displacements on the horizontal axis 
show the movement of the gold atom away from its “lattice” 
position. The inset panels of Figure 4a show the cluster model 
used for the gold particles, the well-known truncated 
tetrahedral (Td) twenty-atom gold (Au20) cluster.73,87 For 
computational simplicity, the calculations measure rebinding 
because the fully bound complex will not spontaneously 
dissociate in the simulations; therefore, the curves “start” at 
large displacement and end in fully bound complexes. Each 
curve comprises 70−120 data points generated from ∼10 
different  starting  geometries  whereby  one  gold  atom  is 
displaced from a terrace, ridge, or apex site with increasingly 
large starting displacements (reading the plots in Figure 4a 
from left to right) taken along a vector approximately 
perpendicular  to  the  binding  site  in  the  cluster.  Further 
simulation details are provided in section S3 of Supporting 
Information. 
We consider gold atom displacements for three cases: (i) a 
surface atom at the center of a facet (which we term a “terrace” 
site), (ii) an atom on one vertex (a “ridge” site), and (iii) the 
atom at the tip (“apex”) of the cluster. The unbinding paths in 
each case are qualitatively similar. We assign an energetic 
penalty of +3.0 eV for the complete unbinding of a gold atom, 
from the point at which the three curves intersect in Figure 4a. 
This intersection point provides a convenient, if rather 
arbitrary, estimate of the complete unbinding energy as this 
energy corresponds to displacement of the gold atom in each 
case by 0.37 nm away from the initial lattice position. This 
displacement is well beyond the lattice interatomic distance of 
1.29 nm, at which point the gold atom is effectively lost to the 
cluster. 
The nine-coordinated terrace and six-coordinated ridge sites 
exhibit very similar unbinding profiles, with energy rising 
linearly by ∼1 eV/Å for displacements in the 0.05−0.35 nm 
range. By contrast, the apex site has a markedly steeper slope up 
to the inflection point at 0.16 nm displacement, reflecting its 
steeper potential energy surface for the initial low-displacement 
phase of unbinding. Further discussion of these coordination- 
dependent bond stretching penalties is presented in section 
S3.2 of Supporting Information, with the propensity for 
unbinding at the different terrace, ridge, and apex sites 
involving a balance between the number of bonds being 
broken and the coordination of the atoms around the vacancy 
that is formed. From the inflection points in Figure 4a, terrace 
and ridge atoms have very similar energies of 3.0 and 2.9 eV, 
marking the transition between the steep climb phase of the 
energy versus displacement curve and the softer final phase of 
complete unbinding. The three-coordinated apex site has an 





Figure 5. (a) Schematic of a citrate-stabilized gold nanoparticle with core-diameter, d. The molecular structure of the citrate ligand C3H5O(COO)33− 
is also shown, where gray and red represent the carbon and oxygen atoms, respectively; hydrogen atoms are not shown. (b) Chemical formula and 
molecular structure of the proposed organo-metallic di-isothiocyanate linker: Re2(DMAA)4(NCS)2, (DMAA = 2,6-dimethylacetanilido); sulfurs are 
brown, nitrogens blue, and rhenium atoms navy; hereafter termed di-isothiocyanate-linker, which is also represented by the blue and pink symbol. 
(c) Mixing the citrate stabilized nanoparticles with the di-isothiocyanate-linker molecules to form clusters of nanoparticles (n-mers, where n is the 
number of nanoparticles in the cluster). For the purposes of illustration, only one molecule is shown between the nanoparticles, but it is probable 
that more than 1 molecule can be between the nanoparticles. (d) Molecular cluster calculations measure binding of citrate protector (with and 
without sodium counterions, colored purple) and di-isothiocyanate-linker molecules to terrace, ridge, and apex sites. (e) Periodic surface calculations 
of protector and linker molecule binding to gold. Similar cells were used for classical molecular dynamics simulations of the surfaces in an aqueous 
environment. (f) Schematic of the proposed linker/protector mixed monolayer that connects gold particles. Here, carbon atoms are colored green 
and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity; the other atoms are colored as in panels a and b. 
 
the lower number of bonds being broken and hence greater 
overall stability of a 19-atom cluster with the gold removed 
from a low-coordination apex site,73 reflected also in the 
(marginally) lower-energy tail at displacements greater than 
0.37 nm. Extrapolation to extreme displacements using Au19 
defect clusters (with and without long-range corrections) is 
presented  in  section  S4  of  Supporting  Information  and 
supports the estimated barrier of +3 eV for complete removal 
for  gold.92,93   For  reference,  platinum  electrodes  appear  to 
require much larger energies for electromigration.39 
The computed low-energy pathway for gold migration is 
situated +1.0 eV above the reference energy for the ground- 
state, fully bonded cluster (Figure 4b), which is similar to the 
sub-1 eV Ea and Eb values reported above and also gold atom 
migration barriers estimated from microscopy experiments,38,39 
though closer to the upper, e.g., Prins et al. 0.81 ± 0.08 eV,39 
38 
of a gold atom. than the lower bounds, e.g., Strachan et al. 0.22 eV. This is 
Closer examination of the gold unbinding data reveals an 
additional low-lying energy plateau for the terrace site (shown 
in Figure 4b, not included in the outline plots for complete 
unbinding in Figure 4a), which provides some new insights into 
gold atom diffusion barriers for junction assembly. Figure 4b 
highlights the near-flat, 0.2 nm wide window at +1.0 eV in 
which the gold atom moves on an arc around a neighboring 
lattice bridge site (as shown in the inset panels of Figure 4b and 
a movie provided as Supporting Information). This low-energy 
pathway provides a mechanism whereby the atom can hop out 
of a lattice site and roll along the surface toward the junction 
tip4 without becoming fully dissociated. Transmission electron 
microscopy experiments show clear surface (electro)migration 
presumably because it is more difficult to displace an atom from 
a “molecular” cluster than a metallic surface; the full 
conformational space for atomic rearrangements in Au20 Td 
(and prolate) clusters is described in sections S3 and S4.3 of 
Supporting Information. Nevertheless, the computed +1.0 eV 
barrier is well below the +3.0 eV barrier computed for complete 
unbinding and, in the context of alkanethiolate-on-gold self- 
assembled monolayer formation,94 the 1.0 eV migration barrier 
is also significantly lower in magnitude than the −1.7 eV S−Au 
bond strength.95 This supports the hypothesis that SAM 
formation proceeds via alkanethiols diffusing55 and self- 
assembling as alkanethiolate−Au moieties,96 with the greater 
force required for Au−S versus Au−Au rupture revealed by 
conducting AFM measurements of the conductance plateau 
 
 





bare citrate protector −1.59b N/A −1.35b −1.14b 
trisodium citrate protector −1.12b/−1.23c −0.92c −0.53b −0.95b 
di-isothiocyante-based linker −0.16b/−0.20d/−0.10c −0.40c −0.30b −0.61b 
aMolecular binding energies were computed by comparing the electronic energies of the complex relative to the isolated gold and adsorbate species. 
bAu20 cluster models. cAu(111) periodic models. dAu13 cluster models. 
length in break junction experiments.86,97 The calculations also 
indicate that molecular assembly to form tightly packed films 
on functionalized nanoparticles occurs via diffusion of 
alkanethiolate−Au species, with significant particle resculpting 
possible in, for example, the wrapping of nanoparticles in 
multidentate molecules.44,98 
Computational Design of Nanoparticle  Arrays  Based 
on Selective  Replacement  of  Citrates  by  Dithiols  on 
Gold Step Edges. Exploiting the intrinsic differences in site 
reactivity on nanoparticle surfaces is an attractive route to 
creation of interlinked nanoparticle arrays. We chose to study a 
di-isothiocyanate linker,99  Re2(DMAA)4(NCS)2 (Figure 5), 
which is soluble in acetone, a solvent which is miscible with 
water. Hence, for applications such as biosensing,100 this linker 
has advantages over many of the molecules that are typically 
used for linking nanoparticles that are soluble only in nonpolar 
solvents.101 The π-conjugated isothiocyanate end group also 
provides impedance smaller than that of methylene thiolate.102 
We use atomic scale calculations to study the formation of 
thiocyanate-linked citrate-protected gold nanoparticles (n-mer 
clusters). Following a similar protocol as described for the 
migration calculations above, three levels of atomic calculations 
are used to describe the nanoparticle−molecule−nanoparticle 
nanostructure,  namely  two  types  of  electronic  structure 
calculations followed by classical molecular dynamics simu- 
lations. First, two types of quantum mechanical models, 
molecular clusters and periodic surfaces, were used to compute 
the molecule−nanoparticle binding geometries and energies for 
both citrate−nanoparticle and linker−nanoparticle binding, 
over a range of different nanoparticle surface binding sites, 
some examples of which are shown in Figure 5. The 
combination of the molecular and periodic surface models 
allowed us to sample a wide range of different surface 
coordination states and also both bare and cation-complexed 
states for the citrate protector molecules. The adsorption 
geometries and energies obtained from the electronic structure 
calculations were used to create molecular dynamics models 
(Figure  S22)  to  estimate  counterion  populations  for  the 
molecule−surface complexes in aqueous solution. 
The  use  of  both  cluster  and  periodic  models  for  the 
calculation of surface binding strengths allows a wide sampling 
of surface binding sites. In the instances in which different 
models were used to describe the same type of binding site, 
each model type gives a similar binding energy (Table 1). This 
allows direct qualitative comparison between binding strengths 
calculated for the different types of structurally inequivalent 
gold nanoparticle surface binding sites, ranging from 
coordinatively saturated terrace surface sites to progressively 
more coordinatively unsaturated step, ridge, and apex surface 
sites. For a typical size, 20 nm diameter, gold nanoparticle, 
there are in the region of 2 000 surface binding sites, defining a 
surface gold atom as one lying within the outer 3 Å shell of the 
 
nanoparticle and defining a molecule adsorption site as a 16- 
atom surface patch of gold atoms for both citrate and di- 
isothiocyanate molecules, consistent with STM images103 and 
space-filling models. While the observed wide variation in shape 
and surface order/disorder for gold nanoparticles at this size 
range104 makes it difficult to estimate the relative occurrence of 
each the representative surface binding site types, in general, 
the relative population of more coordinatively unsaturated sites 
will increase with decreasing nanoparticle diameter and may be 
expected to contribute strongly for nanoparticles with diameter 
on the order of 1−20 nm. The results of the binding energy 
calculations are shown in Table 1. 
The computed binding energies show less stable adsorption 
modes for the bare citrate group as the degree of nanoparticle 
surface faceting increases, going from terrace surface sites to the 
more coordinatively unsaturated step, ridge, and apex surface 
sites. The alternative trisodium citrate state for the protector 
group shows similar destabilization at lower-coordination 
surface sites, though in this case the balance between decreased 
carboxylate−gold binding and enhanced carboxylate−sodium 
as well as sodium−gold binding gives a complex energy 
dependence with the lowest-coordinated apex site more stable 
than the intermediate edge site. Molecular dynamics models 
(Figure S22) show that the instantaneous citrate counterion 
state can vary between 0 and 3 over the full nanoparticle 
surface; therefore, citrate binding strengths will range from 
−0.5 to −1.6 eV, taking the sites in Table 1 as a representative 
sample of the available surface binding modes. Protecting 
groups bound to under-coordinated gold sites generally feature 
a lower population of sodium counterions, with short 
intercitrate distances on the nanoparticle surface allowing 
cations to be continuously exchanged between citrates as well 
as  between  carboxylates  on  each  citrate.  Water  molecules 
mediate carboxylate−sodium−carboxylate charge networks and 
assist reshuffling of cations at the surface, with terrace sites in 
particular showing persistent ion pairing at the surface (Figure 
S22), over 24 ns of free dynamics, which may reduce the 
nanoparticle−nanoparticle repulsion. In reference vacuum 
simulations (not shown) in the absence of water, the full 
three-cation Na3:citrate salt-type binding mode is preserved, as 
expected. 
By contrast, the binding of the di-isothiocyanate linker 
molecule goes from a weak physisorption at terrace sites to 
stronger adsorption at more coordinatively unsaturated sites 
(Table 1). The surface curvature of the gold nanoparticles 
narrows the gap in adsorption energy between the protecting 
group and the functional linker, increasing the relative 
likelihood of binding of a linker molecule to the gold 
nanoparticle surface. In effect, the nanoparticle surface faceting 
penalizes binding of the trivalent citrate protector with its three 
carboxylates while favoring binding of the monovalent linker 
with its single isothiocyanate anchor per nanoparticle. Thus, we 
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believe that we have used the new data on gold atom site 
reactivities to design a potentially ideal means of creating 
interlinked gold nanoparticles (which could also provide, for 
example, ideal surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) 
nanostructures for sensing and imaging applications),105 and we 




We compare our results with the findings of earlier and 
contemporaneous studies of hybrid organic−inorganic materi- 
als design and synthesis and discuss the relevance of our 
findings for the state of the art in realization of technologically 
useful molecule−metal contacts for molecular devices,106 
nanofabrication,44,107   and  molecular  assembly.108   Our  con- 
clusions are supported by additional data given in section 4.3 of 
Supporting Information, showing the negligible contribution 
from SAM molecule van der Waals packing energies for sub-20 
carbon alkyl chain lengths and computed metal atom migration 
energies in alternatively shaped prolate gold clusters, platinum 
clusters, and gold and platinum grain boundaries. 
Impact of Atom Migration on Metal−Molecule−Metal 
Contact Formation. We now discuss the energetics of 
migration and consequences for the assembly of molecule− 
metal−molecule junctions. The large computed barrier for 
complete  unbinding  and  the  significantly  lower  migration 
penalty supports the hypothesis that while there is substantial 
atomic reorganization at Au surfaces during electrode rupturing 
experiments or adsorption/desorption of molecules, there is 
conversely little true erosion of the surface whereby Au atoms 
would be fully dissociated when a molecule unbinds, e.g., upon 
molecular exchange in tunnel junctions or nanoparticle arrays.8 
The migratory “rolling” behavior may thus provide low barriers 
to reorganization while minimizing formation of permanent 
defects. 
If one considers a typical molecular junction experiment 
(similarly, an electromigration experiment in which the Au 
atom motion is current-driven), a conductance plateau is 
observed upon pulling open a break junction. This plateau may 
conceivably be decomposed into two contributions: the 
conductance is approximately constant while the junction 
assembles with the anchor groups on the molecule sliding 
toward the apex of the electrodes, and the gold atoms may 
rearrange to optimize the contact. The calculated Au rolling 
behavior and the lowering of diffusion barriers for alkanethio- 
late−Au versus bare Au adatom species suggest motion of the 
Au atom at the surface in tandem with the motion of the 
molecule. By contrast, van der Waals unpacking of the molecule 
(+0.4 ± 0.1 eV and +0.3 ± 0.1 eV for octanethiol on 1 nm Au 
particles and Au(111), as described in section S4.3 of 
Supporting Information) has an energy penalty smaller than 
that of migration; therfore, the migration barrier is relevant. 
Figure S17 shows the linear dependence of molecule energies 
on chain length, calculated using van der Waals packing 
energies plus conformational energies in self-assembled 
monolayers on Au(111). The computed molecule-in-SAM 
energies indicate that the molecule unpacking energy will not 
outweigh the migration barrier, except in very long chain 
alkanes on very large nanoparticles (the transition is at C20H41S 
for flat Au(111)). Very recent Monte Carlo models109 showed 
slower diffusion in close-packed SAMs. To summarize, the 
molecule unbinding energies estimated by breaking van der 
Waals interactions between molecules in monolayers (Figure 
 
S17) and on nanoparticle surfaces (Figure S18) remain well 
below the energy required to unbind the molecule−Au species 
for all but very long chain alkanes that are rarely used in 
experiments. Thus, the highest barrier, the barrier relevant for 
experiment, is associated with molecule−gold, not free 
molecule,  migration. 
The unambiguous assignment of an experimental signature 
for coupled molecule and Au motion in the measured tunnel 
junction  plateaus  remains  challenging,  but  the  measured 
strength of approximately −1.7 eV for the Au−S bond95 serves 
as an energetic payoff for the migration required for creation of, 
e.g., interlinked nanoparticle arrays.8 We measured an 
activation energy, Ea, of 0.6 eV for junction formation (Figure 
1c), which we rationalize by comparison with simulation 
models that indicate that this low barrier is consistent with Au− 
alkanethiolate diffusion on step edge features; migration of bare 
gold and migration from more coordinatively saturated surface 
sites have significantly larger barriers (Figure 3). 
The calculated low-energy migration pathway also supports 
recent evidence that SAM surfaces contain a high concentration 
of mobile gold adatoms.110−112  Both metal−molecule−metal 
junction and monolayer formation involve gold atom diffusion 
along gold substrates (i.e., migration via exchange between 
alternative  partially  bound  states)  rather  than  complete 
unbinding, so the ≤1 eV rather than 3 eV barrier is relevant. 
Indeed, a prudent choice of molecular junction may provide a 
means of minimizing gold atom migration; methylthiomethane 
for comparison has a binding energy on gold of only ∼0.5 eV113 
and so may diffuse as a free molecule rather than a molecule− 
Au moiety, but we are not aware of any such experimental tests 
to date. Note also that the Au atom migration pathway (Figure 
4b) slopes downward toward larger displacements, by 50 meV/ 
Å, which may drive the migration away from the initial binding 
site; this mild tendency may be strengthened (or opposed) by 
external electrical, chemical, and/or mechanical stresses in 
fabricated junctions. More generally, such a “liquid” model for 
the gold surface with low-barrier atomic migration provides a 
means for the electrode to taper and rearrange to optimize 
molecule−substrate contacts in the junction (with alkanethio- 
late−Au binding offsetting the Au migration penalty) while 
avoiding the extra +2 eV penalty for complete unbinding. 
Comparison of Migration Energetics in Cluster and 
Periodic Models. The “rolling” migration pathway (Figure 
4b) at +1.0 eV that arises spontaneously in the Au20 Td cluster 
calculations shows a gold atom hopping out of the particle and 
rolling along the edge, leaving behind a vacancy defect on the 
surface. The energetics of this process are further discussed in 
section S3 of Supporting Information and are rationalized on 
the basis of coordination numbers for the unbinding atom and 
its vacancy site. Nevertheless, chemical intuition would suggest 
that it is more favorable for surface adatoms or atoms at 
monatomic step edges to migrate with fewer bonds being 
broken. Indeed, the computed migration barrier, Eb, of single 
Au atoms from low-coordination step edge and ridge sites on 
the Au(111) surface of +(0.7−0.8) eV are closer to the 
activation energy of 0.5−0.7 eV deduced from the experiments, 
with alkanethiolate bonding reducing the barrier further down 
into the range of the experimental Ea. 
Finally,  the  computed  migration  barrier  from  grain 
boundaries formed between two Au20 clusters indicates a 
significantly lower cost for release of atoms from mismatched 
grain boundaries (section S4.6 of Supporting Information), 




boundaries. Pt particles, on the other hand, have stronger 
interatomic bonds and lower tendency to crack along grain 
boundaries (sections S4.4 and S4.5) and so may be expected to 
show a lower tendency for nanogap formation. This may in 
turn provide an opportunity for more controlled electro- 
migration using Pt for the creation of gaps with better-defined 
geometry and hence more controllable electrical properties. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The  present  study  provides  insights  in  the  atom-scale 
mechanisms underlying surface rearrangements in nanoscale 
molecular junctions. The computational data uses a combina- 
tion of first-principles calculations of small gold nanoparticles 
(clusters) and periodic models of Au(111) surfaces and classical 
molecular dynamics simulations of molecule-coated gold. The 
models include a variety of different gold surface features 
including coordinatively saturated terrace sites and lower- 
coordination ridge, step edge, and apex sites. The simulations 
are used to explain the measured 0.6 eV activation energy 
associated with molecular exchange on gold nanoparticles, and 
the data is supported by a large set of control simulations that 
describe gold clusters in alternative geometries, defect clusters, 
and grain boundary effects in both gold and more tightly 
bonded platinum clusters. The experimentally validated 
computational methodology is then used to propose a means 
of creating interlinked nanoparticle arrays using programmed 
citrate replacement by thiocyanate linkers at step edges. 
The present work considers the migration of single gold 
atom alkanethiolate−Au1 species; future work could consider 
also the energetics of posited surface alkanethiolate−Au2 
species. It would be very interesting to compare migration 
barriers calculated for such alkanethiol−Au2 models with the 
barriers obtained in the present study in which the cost for Au 
unbinding is shown to correlate with S−Au bond strength 
(Figure 3b,c). Hence, one may expect that the additional cost in 
unbinding energy for Au2 from the underlying gold surface will 
be offset by stabilization of the migrating alkanethiolate−Au2 
species,  and  quantification  of  the  net  effect,  if  any  (and 
comparison with the experimental Ea), would be useful for 
future molecular design studies. More advanced simulations, 
incorporating dynamic bond forming and breaking effects in 
molecular exchange and molecular surface dynamics (including 
Au−S bond switching and 115 formation and migration of other 
species such as alkanethiolate−Au2 and alkanethiolate−Au− 
alkanethiolate moieties), may provide new information toward 
the eventual elucidation of the full mechanism of molecular 
exchange via coupled molecular and metal migration. For future 
experiments in molecular electronics, the ideal contact material 
may be a metal that can be quenched in order to stabilize the 
junction once formed, which may be possible in the future by 
manipulating the substrate atom migration barriers, molecule− 
substrate binding strengths, and molecule−molecule packing 
effects using different processing conditions and 
materials. 
Selection of both molecule and metal is important, with, e.g., a 
mixed high/low-mobility Au/Pt alloy116 providing a potential 
route to more reproducible junction assemblies. Ideal junctions 
would  maximize  the  benefit  of  both  the  “liquid”  Au  for 
obtaining the most energetically favorable molecule−substrate 
geometries and the “solid” Pt for generating stable, long-lived 
metal−molecule−metal contacts. 
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